
1.Techno-clean is a micro-fibre product treated with silver 
(Ag) that is highly regarded for it’s antibacterial function.
2. Techno-clean  Micro-fibre  is proved to kill (Escherichia coli,    
Staphylococcus aureus,  Salmonella etc.) and fungi within the 
fibre in several bio-lab tests.
3. Techno-clean  Micro-fibre mop/cloth removes bacteria 
from surfaces to be cleaned and kills them in about 10 
minutes.
4. Techno-clean Micro-fibre does not spread bacteria out     
while being cleaned.
5. Techno-clean Micro-fibre does not smell after use.
6. Techno-clean Micro-fibre is an environmentally friendly 
product because no disinfectants and sanitizers are required 
for the antibacterial action within the micro-fibre.
7. Techno cleans' antibacterial effect lasts until the micro-
fibre is worn out.

★ Silver antibacterial Healthcare Micro-fibre
kills bacteria and germs.

★ Silver antibacterial Healthcare Micro-fibre
kills bacteria and germs.
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Bacteria

picks up more
Is finer than competitive 
Micro-fibre making it pick 
up much more in a single 

swipe

holds more
Weighs 53 grams dry but 
and picks up to 200 mls o

f solution per cloth

is the 
perfect size

Measuring 38 X 40cm it 
folds twice to fit the 

average hand 

is labeled
Each cloth is labeled for 

Single Area Cleaning
By area of use
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∴ Test Sample : Technoclean® Silver Antibac Healthcare Cloth (after washed 50times)
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laundering

After
Laundering 
100 times

After
Laundering 
300 times

After
Laundering 
500 times

Over-lock
Finished

Techno-Clean 
Wrapper Finish

• To get the  maximum cleaning result it is important that 
your cloth folds twice easily (giving you 8 separate sides)
allowing the maximum fibre contact per side with the 
surface
• Most inferior  Micro-fibre looses it’s shape in the 
laundering process making the cloth scrunch instead of 
folding flat
• Without being able to unfold the cloth easily to the next 
side we risk cross-contamination
• Competitors cloths usually loose their shape after a 
100 washes
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